
 

 

Exhibition review: #83 Joseph Kosuth '(A Grammatical Remark) #11', 2019 / Seamus Farrell 
'Britain, A Horizon Line Alined', 2019 at Chelsea Space.  
 
By Jasmine Kee  
 
 
Seamus Farrell has been part of Joseph Kosuth’s studio team for the past thirty years, but their artistic 
connection goes far beyond their personal friendship, evident in the pairs’ current exhibition at Chelsea 
Space gallery at Chelsea College of Arts. Invited to create two site-specific works, Kosuth and Farrell have 
presented works and installation concepts previously seen at the 12th Havana Biennale, Between The Idea 
and Experience, in 2015. 
 
Though their practices differ in ways - Kosuth is a pioneer of Conceptual Art whilst Farrell has been 
influenced primarily by the Italian Arte Povera movement - both routinely explore the notion of space and 
language. At Chelsea Space, each examines how art itself is fundamentally a questioning process. 
Conceptual Art and Italian Arte Povera also have various crossovers; the latter often considered the Italian 
contribution to the former. An artistic movement that emerged during the 1960s, Conceptual Art refers to 
work in which the idea (or concept) behind art is of more importance than the finished object. The Reading 
Room, curated by a curatorial collective of students from the colleges’ MA Curating and Collections course, 
offers further insight into the installations in the main space. On display are a series of books displayed as 
‘ready-mades’. Each has been borrowed from Chelsea’s library to support individual student’s subjective 
response to, and personal understanding of, the exhibition.  
 
In the gallery’s main space, Kosuth’s (A Grammatical Remark) #11 resurfaces the walls with a single line of 
white text on a dark grey background. Punctuated by neon white lights, the text has been appropriated from 
the novel Paradise by Cuban author Jose Lezama Lima. The piece also refers to Kosuth’s 1988 Wittgenstien 
Series - a body of work that stems from his interest in, and use of, Ludwig Wittgenstein’s theory of language. 
(A Gramatical Remark) #11 follows in the trajectory of language-based works by Kosuth that explore the 
production and role of language within art. Here, his life-long interest in the relationship between art and 
language takes the form of an installation in which the formal tools of language shift from a device used to 
alter meaning, to a metaphorical comment on, and questioning of, art’s agenda.  
 
While Kosuth plays on the notion of punctuation and grammar in his piece, Farrell’s glass floor installation - 
Britain, A Horizon Line Alined  - references the idea of a line as a boundary; both physically and artificially 
as a political concept that defines the nation in which the work is located. Such a strong political component 
is a timely reminder of the way in which the act of marking a boundary and defining space through the 
drawing of a line, is politically charged. Farrell invites the viewer to query and consider the current changes 
in geo-politics, and their impact.  
 
For both artists context is key. Re-exhibiting their work at Chelsea Space opens up opportunities for new 
engagement with their art. Particularly, and interestingly, by being on display within an art school located 
across the road from a globally recognized art museum. Despite being continuations of pieces exhibited in 
the past, now situated within a different architectural and artistic context, new aspects of each are brought to 
light. The exhibition also gives those unable to see the works in Havana a chance to view them here, 
together. 
 



 

 

Kosuth and Farrell are close friends and their artistic practices similar. At Chelsea Space, their works 
compliment one and other beautifully. Both visually pleasing and critically engaging, their work - and the 
exhibition - is one you would be sorry to miss.  
 
#83 Joseph Kosuth '(A Grammatical Remark) #11', 2019 / Seamus Farrell ’Britain, A Horizon Line Alined', 
2019 is on display at Chelsea Space, Chelsea College of Arts, until 28th February 2020. 
 
 


